2 Self-assembling, protein-based bidimensional lattices are being developed as functionalizable, highly ordered biocoatings for multiple applications in nanotechnology and nanomedicine.
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Accepted Manuscript Nanoscale www.rsc.org/nanoscale inorganic NPs, are promising materials for multiple uses, including: coating of non-biological implants; specific biotemplating for cell tissue regeneration; masking during wet-etching; and components of catalytic, electric, electronic, optical or other devices whose enhanced or unique features rely on vast numbers of nanoscale-organized functional elements displayed on a very large surface area. 8, 9, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Unfortunately, protein assemblies in general still present several issues for many intended applications. One critical issue is that proteins are "soft" materials, and protein-based NPs may be too sensitive to degradation or disruption by chemical agents, temperature, and/or mechanical forces during their production, storage and/or use. 29 Another issue is that many protein assemblies (e.g., virus capsids), are conformationally dynamic entities. They may be prone to induced structural transitions; [30] [31] [32] in addition, thermal fluctuations at equilibrium make them sample, through large-scale molecular motions, a wide range of conformations around the lowest free-energy state, a process that has been described as "breathing". 31, 33, 34 Conformational dynamism of protein assemblies is biologically relevant and may be desirable, or at least indifferent, for some intended uses of NPs and nanomaterials, but it is undesirable for others (e.g., in NPs or nanoarrays that require precise distances between active components). 5 Thus, actual use of protein-based NPs and nanomaterials may critically depend on generating the basic knowledge and practical know-how to adequately improve their mechanical and dynamic features.
Virus capsids provide paradigms to study and manipulate the mechanics and dynamics of protein-based NPs and biomaterials at the nanoscale. Structural studies have greatly advanced our knowledge on the physical bases and biological consequences of conformational transitions and equilibrium dynamics in virus particles. [30] [31] [32] In turn, the emerging area of mechanical virology is providing novel insights into properties of virus particles such as elasticity, brittleness and material fatigue, discovering the structural determinants of these properties, and revealing biological adaptations based on mechanical features [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] Linkages between propensity for structural rearrangements and mechanical elasticity of virus particles are also being uncovered. 40, 46 Here, the capsid protein of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has been used as a model to investigate and manipulate the still largely unknown mechanics and equilibrium dynamics of protein-based 2-D materials organized at the nanoscale. In the mature HIV virion, 1000-1500 copies of the capsid protein (CA) form a cone-shaped capsid around a nucleoprotein complex containing the viral genome. 48 Despite its odd shape, the architecture of the HIV capsid is based, like some protein layers, on the self-assembly of a hexagonal 2-D protein
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Nanoscale Accepted Manuscript cleaved mica (Fig. 2c) . We tested also the possibility of directly assembling the CA lattice onto a solid substrate used as a template. Unpolymerized CA dimers in solution were added to a free mica surface on the AFM stage and incubated, and images were taken (Fig. 3) . Efficient polymerization of CA onto the mica surface was achieved in a physiological buffer (PBS); no salt was required. Coverage was dependent on protein concentration, with a nearly continuous CA lattice coating being achieved in less than 30 minutes at a protein (monomer) concentration of 1.3 µM in the conditions of the assay (Fig. 3d) .
AFM imaging revealed a uniform monomolecular layer of CA (Fig. 2c) , with a typical height of 5.5 ± 0.1 nm (Fig. 2d ) and a topography characterized by the presence of protrusions organized with hexagonal symmetry. Further characterization was achieved by imaging at a higher resolution (Fig. 4) , exerting very low forces (10-40 pN) to avoid possible distortions induced by the cantilever tip. Distortions were also prevented by imaging in jumping mode (as described in Materials and Methods) in which the tip does not contact the sample during the lateral displacements between point measurements. The average distance between hexamers in the CA lattice in liquid was independent of the shape and radius of the tip; the value obtained, 9.9 ± 0.5 nm (number of measurements, N=153) (Fig. 4a , upper distribution) was very similar to that found by cryo-EM for vitrified mature HIV capsids. AFM not only allowed a characterization of the equilibrium parameters of the HIV CA lattice in liquid, in close to physiological temperature, pH and ionic strength; it also uniquely allowed a direct quantification of its equilibrium dynamics under these conditions, by directly visualizing the deviations from the lowest free energy conformation through "breathing" motions (Video S1). Large-scale (>1 nm) motions in proteins and protein assemblies may take up to many seconds. 56 Scanning of each hexamer in the CA lattice with our AFM system took about 10 s for the smaller images, but still yielded quite sharp images of individual hexamers ( Fig. 4b and Video S1). These observations indicated that each AFM image represents a fairly sharp snapshot of the actual relative positions of structural elements in the lattice, and that temporal resolution was enough to detect in real time slow, large-scale relative motions. As each hexamer is indistinguishable from each other, it was very difficult to follow changes in position of individual hexamers over long times (Video S1). Thus, we applied the ergodic principle (which implies that the space average is equivalent to the time average) to calculate the breathing amplitude by determining the distribution of distances between centers of many neighboring hexamers (Fig. 4a) , as described in Materials and Methods. In the nearphysiological conditions used with no added ligands, the calculated breathing amplitude was 1.38 ± 0.02 nm (N=153) at 25ºC (Fig. 4a , upper trace).
Imaging the temporal evolution of the CA lattice allowed also the detection of transient defects in the lattice (Video S1 and 
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In addition to its suitability to visualize viral capsid breathing motions, the HIV CA lattice allowed us to investigate in detail the intrinsic mechanical properties of a protein lattice using AFM. To characterize the elastic properties of CA sheets, we performed indentation experiments to obtain force-distance curves ( Fig. 5a ) over a range of speeds (~60 to 6000 nm/s). The response was kept under the elastic regime by limiting as much as possible the total indentation (to <2 nm, less than one-third of the lattice thickness) (Fig. 5a ). The spring constant of the lattice, k s , was calculated as described in Materials and Methods. Elasticity did not vary significantly within the explored range of loading rates (Fig. 5b) , and the average k s value obtained was 0.44 ± 0.11 N/m (N=79) (inset in Fig. 5b ).
Mechanical strength of the HIV capsid lattice and disruption pathway
We next determined the mechanical (compressive) strength of the CA sheets by dynamic force spectroscopy, to obtain rupture forces at different loading rates (pushing speeds ~60 to 6000 nm/s). Large sheets were indented far from the edge, to evaluate disruption in the virtual absence of border effects. When CA sheets were brought out of the elastic regime by application of enough force, several force steps (evident changes in the slope of the forcedistance curve, likely corresponding to partial disruption events) were observed. The number of force steps varied in different experiments, meaning that the mechanical disruption of the lattice does not follow a unique pathway. The disruption pathways were classified depending on the number of force steps observed. Four different pathways (named A, B, C and D) were identified at every explored loading rate (Table 1) . Pathway B, characterized by the presence of two force steps before final disruption of the lattice (Fig. 5c ), was the preferential rupture pathway (58% of cases). Unless specified otherwise, the following descriptions apply to the dominant pathway B.
Each force step was analyzed separately. Rupture force in each step was dependent on the loading rate, but the increase in rupture force was not proportional to the logarithm of the loading rate ( Fig. 5d) , implying that the disruption event does not occur as a two-state transition. 58 The average rupture forces for the first and second disruption events were, respectively, 0.48 ± 0.11 nN and 1.1 ± 0.2 nN at 60 nm/s, reaching values of 0.8 nN and 2 nN at 6000 nm/s (Fig. 5d ). For any force step (rupture event), the height between the point where the AFM tip encounters initial resistance, and the end point where further resistance is met, corresponds to the height of the part of the protein layer that fails (loses integrity) or is displaced by the applied force (Fig. S3a) . The corresponding average values for the first and second disruption events were, respectively, 3.0 ± 0.5 nm and 3.5 ± 0.5 nm (N=65) (Fig. S3b ).
As justified in the Discussion, the ensemble of results suggest that mechanical breakage of the HIV capsid lattice predominantly occurred in two steps: a first, lower force step in which the upper layer of bound NTD domains is embedded between CTD domains in the lower layer, disrupting at least the NTD-CTD interfaces; and a second, higher force step in which the lower layer is disrupted or squeezed. After the two disruption events, a hole with a depth of about 6 nm, that involves the entire protein layer, was formed.
Dynamics of the HIV capsid lattice after mechanical disruption
In addition to elasticity and mechanical strength, the way any nanomaterial behaves after mechanical injury is critically important for evaluating its suitability for different applications.
In the case of biological assemblies, it could be also critical for survival of the organism. We have uniquely analyzed how a virus capsid lattice responds to local mechanical injury.
We investigated different scenarios, depending on the position of the disrupted area ( Fig. 6 and Video S2). If the indentation point was far from the border of a sheet, the hole formed was fully repaired in a "self-healing" process ( Fig. 6a ). This self-repair occurred in every case analyzed, and progressed until no scar in the lattice could be detected, usually after some minutes. Analyses of single force traces when a hole was observed showed a maximal indentation of 6.2 ± 1.1 nm (N=24) (Fig. S3a) , corresponding approximately to the thickness of the protein lattice. In contrast, in most of the images taken shortly after opening a hole, the hole no longer went through the entire layer, as its depth had been reduced on average to 2.9 ± 1.1 nm (N=24) (Figs. S3c and S3d). Thus, it appears that this self-repair process, like the dominant disruption process, occurs in two steps: a very fast one that seals the lower ~3.3 nm of the CA layer, and a slower one in which the upper ~2.9 nm of the layer are also sealed. The first and second self-healing steps could thus respectively involve the reassociation of CTDs and NTDs in the lattice, and correspond to the reverse of the second and first disruption steps (see model in the Discussion).
If the indentation point was close to the edge of the sheet, a crack opened from this point to the edge, and this fracture evolved in two different ways: some fractures were sealed, leaving a hole that was later repaired as described in the above paragraph (Fig. 6b , CA sheet on the upper part of each image). In contrast, other fractures were not sealed, but the lattice evolved by reshaping, and decreasing the perimeter of the patch through an increase in the number of interactions between the lattice elements (Fig. 6b , CA sheet on the lower part of each image).
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Modulation by a small compound of the equilibrium dynamics and mechanical
properties of the HIV capsid lattice
Improving the dynamic behavior and mechanical properties of "soft" biomaterials may be critical to realize their suitability for many nanotechnological applications. In addition, the ability to manipulate those properties allows novel structure-properties-function analyses to provide further insights into virus biology, and guide the design of novel antiviral drugs based on modifying capsid mechanics and/or dynamics. To provide proof-of-principle on the possibility to chemically manipulate the equilibrium dynamics and mechanics of the HIV capsid-like lattice, we have explored the effects of adding the cosolvent betaine. This compound binds proteins in general, and promotes and enhances the assembly of mature HIV capsid-like particles.
59
Effect of betaine on capsid lattice breathing. Thickness (5.9 ± 0.1 nm) and average distance between hexamer centres (9.7 ± 1.7 nm) (N=343) of the CA sheets assembled and analyzed in the presence of betaine (0.5 M) were indistinguishable from those obtained in its absence in parallel measurements. However, there was a dramatic increase in the dynamic disorder of the structural elements in the lattice (Fig. 7) and the amplitude of the breathing motions, from 1.38 ± 0.02 nm (N=153), in the absence of betaine to 3.4 ± 0.2 nm (N=343), in its presence, at 25ºC (Fig. 4a) .
Effect of betaine on capsid lattice mechanics. The mechanical effects of betaine were determined in indentation experiments under the elastic regime at a loading rate of 60 nm/s.
Analysis of force-distance curves similar to that shown in Fig. 5a yielded a spring constant of 0.28 ± 0.15 N/m (N=23) in the presence of betaine, a value that was significantly lower (by ~30%) than that obtained in its absence in parallel experiments. Thus, this compound increased substantially the mechanical elasticity of the CA lattice. Application of higher forces showed that the lattice was disrupted following the same pathways in the presence as in the absence of betaine; pathway B occurred with a similar frequency and was still dominant, although the frequencies of the other disruption pathways changed (Table 1) . Importantly, and irrespective of the breaking pathway followed, the mechanical strength of the protein lattice was substantially increased in the presence of betaine. For the dominant breaking pathway B, the rupture force values for the first and second partial disruption events increased by ~28%
and ~59%, respectively (Table 1) . Thus, binding a small ligand (betaine) to the HIV capsid lattice was enough to substantially increase its large-scale breathing amplitude, mechanical elasticity and resistance to rupture.
Discussion
The biologically evolved self-assembling capacity of HIV CA allowed its 2-D polymerization, both in suspension and onto an inorganic substrate. In the latter case, efficient self-assembly of CA into a continuous lattice occurred in physiological buffer at ambient temperature; it did not require high salt concentration, 52-54 macromolecular crowding agents 55 or the use of a CA-NC construct that could condense onto a nucleic acid molecule added to the reaction. 60 The lattice structure and parameters were unchanged relative to those in the 
Quantifying and manipulating equilibrium dynamics in a virus-based protein lattice.
The techniques available so far to quantify large-scale motions in biological assemblies and nanocoatings are few and technically involved. 32,61 X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM, as well as cryoelectron crystallography for 2-D lattices, are powerful techniques for determining at high-resolution the equilibrium structure of viruses and other bioassemblies. They may also reveal aspects of their equilibrium dynamics, albeit restrictions due to crystal packing and/or (especially) very low temperatures during data collection must be taken into account. Limited proteolysis-mass spectrometry (MS), hydrogen exchange-MS and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) have provided important insights into the equilibrium dynamics of viral particles in solution. 31 In addition, solid-state NMR spectroscopy analysis recently suggested that a significant proportion of the overall structure in a protein S-layer is disordered. 25 However, these techniques are complex, may not be applicable to substrate-bound nanocoatings, provide only partial information on dynamics, and give results pertaining to Ala, Pro and Phe in proteins. 62 We tentatively suggest that betaine could disrupt some intersubunit interactions within or between CA hexamers by preferentially binding Pro32, Ala42 at NTD-NTD interfaces, Ala64 and Ala65 at NTD-CTD interfaces in each hexamer, and/or Ala204 at the small CTD-CTD interfaces close to the three-fold axes in the lattice, 50, 51 thus increasing breathing motions.
The results did reveal the amplitude of breathing motions of the CA lattice as a nanocoating on a solid surface, but one could ask whether this amplitude would be similar in the unsupported CA lattice or authentic HIV capsid. The available evidence suggests that this may be the case: i) the observed breathing motions affect essentially the outer NTD layer which is not connected to the substrate, and is only weakly bound to the inner CTD layer by a flexible linker and low-affinity interactions; thus, the same breathing amplitude would be expected for the NTDs in the capsid, either inside the virion or released into the cytoplasm upon infection. ii) the CTD-CTD interfaces are energetically stronger than the NTD-NTD and NTD-CTD interfaces; thus, it could be expected that the inner CTD layer may contribute little make a viral capsid and a protein lattice more elastic and dynamic, and also less brittle, superficially resembling the effects of rejuvenation treatments on some rubber polymer materials.
This HIV capsid lattice showed, in addition, a most remarkable mechanical resilience by being able of efficient, complete self-repair after mechanical disruption events involving holes or cracks in the material. Self-healing has been observed also in the lipid envelope of influenza virus, 64 and in cellular protein vaults. 65 shown to dramatically impair, for example, the infectivity of rhinovirus 33 or the infectivity or thermal resistance of the minute virus of mice. 40, 46 Also, truncation of the lipid envelope glycoprotein increased the stiffness of the HIV virion and led to impaired cell penetration and infectivity.
43
The biological implications of the dynamics and mechanics of the mature HIV capsid lattice revealed here remains to be established, but it is tempting to make a few guesses on their possible influence on capsid assembly and viral genome uncoating. Within the maturing virion the nucleocapsid complex, like the mica surface in our experiments, could act as a template for shaping the capsid, and contribute to define its truncated-cone shape by facilitating the introduction of pentamer "defects" in appropriate positions. The high dynamism and mechanical elasticity of CA could have evolved to facilitate this type of directed capsid closure. Consistent with this possibility, adding betaine in vitro both increased the dynamics and mechanical elasticity of the CA lattice (this study), and enhanced the in vitro assembly of cone-shaped structures similar to authentic mature HIV capsids.
59
In the face of such a high dynamism and the occurrence of transient defects, the remarkable self-repair ability of the CA lattice could prevent, once the mature HIV capsid has been released into the infected cell, the untimely exit of some of the capsid contents (which includes not only the nucleocapsid but also other viral and cellular biomolecules). Also, some
CA polymerization in vitro
Assembly of the HIV CA lattice at 25ºC was triggered by increasing the ionic strength of the solution by adding NaCl as previously described. 55 Typical assembly conditions were 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.8, 2.25 M NaCl and 50 µM protein (monomer) concentration.
Polymerization of CA was monitored by light scattering, measuring the optical density at a wavelength of 350 nm.
Electron microscopy
Electron microscopy of the assembled CA structures was performed as previously described.
55
Briefly, the undiluted CA polymers were deposited onto ionized Formvar/carbon-coated copper grids, fixed for 30 s, negatively stained with 2% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate (Fluka) for 30 s, dried, and visualized in JEM-1010 (JEOL) electron microscope.
Adsorption of CA polymer on a substrate and in situ polymerization
Several substrates with different chemical characteristics were tested for adsorption of preassembled CA polymers. The CA sheets were adequately adsorbed onto freshly cleaved mica surfaces. Surface area covered was controlled by dilution of the original sample with 50 mM sodium phosphate, 2.25 M NaCl, typically from 1:10 for minimal coverage of the substrate, to 1:2.5 for nearly full coverage. Adsorption times varied between 30 s to 5 min depending on the desired coverage. Low-density CA coverage was used for elasticity measurements, because the large areas without sample were needed for measuring cantilever sensitivity before and after indentation of the CA lattice. High-density CA coverage was used to analyze consistent dynamic and mechanical properties of a fully coated material. After the polymer was adsorbed onto the surface, the ensemble was washed several times with PBS and left in the same buffer, in order to perform the AFM experiments in close to physiological conditions. When appropriate, compounds whose effect on the properties of the CA lattice was to be measured were included in the washing and the final sample buffer. For direct polymerization of CA sheets onto the mica substrate, soluble CA at different concentrations in PBS buffer was directly added to the substrate, and incubated for 30 min at ~25ºC; the sample Volts to Newtons, was measured in the upper part of the force trace, when mica surface and cantilever tip follow the same displacement.
Calculation of electrostatic potential in a CA hexamer
We used the crystallographic model of the HIV CA hexamer 72 (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 3H4E) without the substituted cysteines and APBS software servers 73 with standard parameters, except for the pH (set to 8) and the ionic concentration (set to 2.25 M NaCl). We set these conditions in order to predict the electrostatic potential during sample incubation and attachment to the surface. Visualization of the electrostatic potential was made with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) 74 with a colour code spanning the range -2 to +2 KT/e. Incubation time was 30 min. Scale (white) bar is 400 nm. 
